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Abstract
In order to explore the research hotspots and development trends of digital grassroots governance abroad, this study focuses on 227 documents related to “Digital Grassroots Governance” within the Scopus database, covering a span of nearly 20 years (2005-2023). We utilized CiteSpace software to perform a visual analysis of these documents. Subsequently, we constructed keyword co-occurrence networks and cluster maps to better comprehend the landscape of “digital grassroots governance”. The study reveals that foreign research on Digital Grassroots Governance primarily revolves around three core areas: public participatory governance, regional research on digital grassroots governance, and aspects related to smart city technology and services. Based on these key thematic areas, we can summarize three major research directions in foreign digital grassroots governance. All of these directions are intertwined with the governance of smart cities, encompassing smart citizen participatory governance, the digital transformation of smart city infrastructure, and the sustainable development of smart cities.
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1. Introduction
Grassroots governance can reflect the level of modernization of a country’s go-
vernance system and capacity. “Rule the country, protect the state, emphasize the grassroots.” Practice has shown that the effectiveness of grassroots governance directly determines whether the cornerstone of national governance is solid or not [1]. With the advent of the digital age, grassroots governance practices are facing new opportunities and challenges. Digital technologies and applications represented by big data, cloud computing, artificial intelligence, etc. are continuously driving the transformation of the social governance model. In the face of increasingly complex governance needs, it has become an inevitable choice to utilize digital technology to promote grassroots governance model innovation.

China’s research on Digital Grassroots Governance is still showing a rapid upward trend, with research hotspots focusing on “Digital Governance”, “Rural Governance” and “Smart Cities”. For the time being, no scholars have explored studies related to that abroad. So, are there digital innovations in grassroots governance abroad, and what are the key areas of digital transformation? This study will explore these questions. The discussion of these issues can not only help us understand the development of Digital Grassroots Governance abroad but also provide a reference at home, which will help us to jointly address the global digitalization challenges.

CiteSpace is a visualization tool that helps us to better understand existing scientific discoveries and also to explore the development of scientific knowledge in specific areas, providing a basis for new scientific discoveries in the future [2]. This study uses CiteSpace visualization software to study foreign literature on “Digital Grassroots Governance”, to grasp the development history and cutting-edge hotspots of digital grassroots governance abroad, and to provide a basis for foreign follow-up research, as well as a reference for domestic in-depth research in this area in the future.

2. Data Sources and Research Methodology

Literature data analyzed in this study were obtained from the Scopus database, an abstract and citation database launched by Elsevier in 2004 that provides a comprehensive overview of global research in 240 disciplines, including science, technology, medicine, social sciences, arts, and humanities. The search formula: (TITLE-ABS-KEY( "digital governance" OR "digitized governance" OR "digitization of governance" OR "e-governance" OR "e-government" OR "digital transformation" OR "smart governance" OR "smart city" OR "digital innovation" OR "digital technology" OR "digital infrastructure" OR "digital society" OR "in-formation technology governance" OR "ICT governance" OR "data governance" OR "technology governance" OR "governance strategy" OR "governance implementation" OR "policy governance" OR "governance framework" ) ) AND ( TITITLE-ABS-KEY ( "grassroots governance" OR "local governance" OR "community governance" OR "village governance" OR "town governance" OR "rural governance" OR "county governance" OR "neighborhood governance" OR "ward
governance" OR "municipal governance" OR "bottom-up governance" OR "de-centralized governance" OR "participatory governance" ) AND ( "governance" OR "administration" OR "management" ) ). Retrieval time is September 9, 2023. The interval of publication was chosen to be 2005-2023 (the last 20 years), as the amount of literature published in 2004 and before shows a relatively sparse state, with only one or zero publications in several years. A total of 227 relevant documents were obtained to be used for post hoc analysis after excluding documents with low reference value such as conference proceedings, notices, book reviews, and so on.

The data funnel diagram for filtering literature is shown in Figure 1.

3. Findings

3.1. Annual Distribution of Publications

A common method of analyzing the volume of publications and identifying trends in the growth of publications is to count the annual number of publications in the literature. From 2005 to 2023, the trend of annual publications on “Digital Grassroots Governance” is shown in Figure 2. The growth trend can be categorized into two phases, the initial phase and the rapid growth phase. Between 2005 and 2016, research on “Digital Grassroots Governance” was in its initial stages. European countries were actively exploring new concepts and mechanisms of local governance aimed at improving the effectiveness of local governance, such as the introduction of citizen participation in decision-making to build political trust between the State and citizens [3]. With the rise of the internet, foreign countries were also evaluating the impact of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) on governance [4]. They examined case
Figure 2. Temporal distribution of research literature on “digital grassroots governance” in the Scopus database (January 1, 2005-September 18, 2023).

studies from both developing and developed nations in e-government to understand how network technologies facilitated citizen participation in decision-making, enhanced government governance efficiency, and promoted the development of smart organizations [5]. During this period, an increasing number of countries began to experiment with using ICT to enhance governance transparency [6] and foster greater political involvement of their citizens [7]. Ultimately, the goal was to elevate the level of local governance.

In 2012, “Smart City” was introduced in Europe, describing in detail the objectives, research challenges, construction scenarios, and project areas for the construction of smart cities [8]. It further integrated information and communication technologies (ICT) into traditional infrastructures, integrated digital technologies into the construction of future cities, explored new models of urban governance, and related research entered a phase of rapid development. Digital technologies also drove the transition from traditional nature conservation to “digital conservation” and continued to facilitate the exploration of digital innovations [9]. As a result, from 2012 to 2015, there was a fluctuating upward trend in the amount of literature published.

In 2016, the rise of the European Smart Cities Initiative caused a significant increase in the amount of literature published. European countries wanted to tackle climate change and energy security challenges by practicing the use of new digital technologies to make cities smarter and more competitive [10]. Starting from 2017, the research on “Digital Grassroots Governance” entered a phase of rapid development. However, opportunities for digital technologies to have a positive impact on the lives of citizens were missed due to the inadequacy of the European Smart Cities Initiative in considering social sustainability. Given this, citizen-centered mechanisms were proposed in subsequent countries [11]. Subsequently, “Participatory Governance” attracted a lot of attention, with some countries arguing that although participatory governance had been implemented
in Asian countries, it was difficult for people at the bottom to express their needs through e-governance, as opposed to the middle class [12]. Some countries were eager to utilize digital technologies to empower the practice of public administration, rather than remaining at the theoretical level [13].

Starting in 2018, a number of studies were added that closely link citizen “Participatory Governance” and “Smart Cities” [14]. Policymakers drove the development of open government data, advanced analytics, visualization, and personalized applications to increase interaction with citizens to promote citizen engagement in local governance [15]. Since 2021, there has been a significant increase in the relevant literature. During this period, countries continued to focus on e-government. Such as Qatar [16], for example, sought to address the low level of public participation in e-government services and the low quality of information received by citizens, and actively explored new models of e-government development to enhance the level of services provided to the public. Moreover, China believes that how to use smart governance technology to promote the modernization of governance capacity has become a challenge of the new era [17] [18], especially as the key technology of digital transformation—artificial intelligence, the public value that the public sector services supported by it can create in local governance is very worth exploring [19]. Meanwhile, issues such as public engagement, human-centeredness, and digital transformation in healthcare [20] and other areas have been hot topics of discussion in Smart City Governance [21]. In the future, it is expected that there will be more in-depth exploration of digital transformation and public participation in governance.

3.2. Keyword Co-Occurrence Analysis and Keyword Frequency Statistics

Keywords serve as highly condensed representations of the content in literature and provide a concentrated reflection of research topics. By analyzing the keywords in foreign literature on “Digital Grassroots Governance”, we can track the research hotspots in this field abroad. Using CiteSpace, a knowledge mapping tool, we created knowledge graphs for 227 documents related to Digital Grassroots Governance. The result can be seen in Figure 3, where the size of the circles in the graph represents the frequency of keyword occurrences.

From Figure 3, we can see that there are a total of $N = 416$ nodes and $E = 1712$ edges in the network. Keywords such as “smart city”, “governance approach”, “local government”, “governance”, “China”, “human”, “sustainable development”, “e-government”, “urban governance”, “local governance”, “strategic approach” and “urban development” have relatively high co-occurrence frequencies. These keywords are associated with aspects such as smart cities, e-government, grassroots governance, governance strategies, and rural development.

Furthermore, a statistical analysis of the term frequency and centrality of the top 21 keywords is conducted, and a list of high-frequency keywords is compiled, as shown in Table 1.
Figure 3. Keyword Co-occurrence network map of digital grassroots governance from 2005 to 2023.

Table 1. Keyword frequency table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Centricity</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>smart city</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>governance approach</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>local government</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>governance</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>human</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>sustainable development</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>e-government</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>decision-making</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>urban governance</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>article</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>local governance</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>strategic approach</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>urban development</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>sustainability</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>information and communication</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>decentralization</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>participation</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>internet</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>community governance</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>participatory governance</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The centrality of keywords represents their importance and influence within the network. The greater the importance and influence of a keyword, the stronger its centrality [22]. Analyzing the frequency and centrality of keywords can help identify the topics with high research interest in the field of big data governance. Typically, nodes with an intermediary centrality >0.1 can be considered relatively important. In Table 1, keywords such as “smart city” (0.23), “governance approach” (0.34), “local government” (0.25), “governance” (0.16), and “decision-making” (0.12) can be seen as relatively important intermediary nodes.

### 3.3. Research Hotspot Analysis

Through clustering analysis of keywords, hot topics in the field of digital grassroots governance can be effectively extracted, as shown in Figure 4. Figure 4 provides modularity value (Q value) and average silhouette value (S value), which can serve as criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of the map. In Figure 4, Q = 0.6309 (>0.3) and S = 0.8684 (>0.7), indicating that the clustered module structure is significant and the results are efficient [2]. The LLR algorithm was employed to identify key topics within each research cluster. These 12 clusters and their respective themes can be summarized as follows:

- # 0 public participation, # 5 governance, # 6 nongovernmental organization: Public Participatory Governance;
- # 7 information dissemination, # 10 blockchain, # 11 demand side smart city service: Smart City Technologies and Services;
- # 1 eurasia, # 3 China, # 4 article, # 8 Australia, # 9 low income population: Regional Analysis of Digital Grassroots Governance.

Figure 4. Clustered knowledge map of key keywords in the digital grassroots governance field from 2005 to 2023.
Combining keyword co-occurrence analysis and cluster analysis and based on a review of representative literature within corresponding cluster numbers, it is evident that recent research trends in foreign digital grassroots governance are closely associated with the concept of “smart cities”. The concept of smart cities emerged in the United States as early as the 1990s, but it wasn’t until after 2010, with the rapid development of network technologies, that the construction of smart cities began to accelerate. The concept of smart cities evolved to focus on enhancing the efficiency of resource utilization through network infrastructure, achieving economic and political benefits, and improving the development of urban areas. European Union-supported smart city projects also demonstrated the potential of smart cities for sustainable development [23].

Over time, there has been a consensus that smart cities should not solely concentrate on “Technology”. The development of smart cities is also dependent on community transformation, with a key aspect being the effective utilization of technology by society. As a result, “Citizen Participation” has received increasing attention. The construction of smart cities emphasizes the active involvement of citizens in urban design, development, and management. In recent years, with the advancement of digital technologies, promoting community governance through digital means has become a significant agenda within the context of smart cities. The aim is to enhance transparency in public participation in the development and governance of smart cities, with the digitization of infrastructure playing a critical role. Furthermore, in response to escalating environmental, climate, and energy-related challenges, smart cities seek to meet the growing demands of urban areas, drive economic growth, address mounting social challenges, and become a key driver for sustainable development, contributing to the development of more resilient and sustainable cities. This article, with a focus on the construction of smart cities, delineates three hot topics in foreign digital grassroots governance research:

1) Smart Citizen-Participatory Governance

Citizen participation in governance is crucial for the normal functioning of democracy. With the development of information technology and increasing citizen demands, electronic participation has become a tool to promote democracy and efficiency in smart cities [24]. Governments around the world are using information and communication technology in their operations, effectively disseminating information through open websites and providing better public services. E-government marks a new phase in the use of information technology by public institutions, aiming to enhance the transparency of government governance to increase political participation by citizens. This allows public officials to better understand local situations and citizen needs, ultimately contributing to policy decision-making. Early e-government systems primarily focused on the provider’s perspective, neglecting the democratic purpose. Subsequently, e-government websites were improved, shifting the focus from citizens’ acceptance to citizens’ participation, thereby providing better public services and
promoting the democratic process [25].

Currently, data-driven societies have rapidly developed globally and have become an important trend. This social model emphasizes the use of big data, information technology, and analytical tools to base decision-making, problem-solving, and planning on data, thereby enhancing the accuracy and adaptability of decisions. Smart cities are actively investing in data-driven intelligent technologies, using real-time data and information to provide effective services to citizens. Whether it is early smart transportation, smart environment, smart economy or later implementations such as smart people, smart living, and smart governance methods, smart cities are moving toward transparent governance methods within the data-driven society. The current new wave of smart cities with real-time data is also promoting citizen participation [26].

However, the implementation of citizen participation in governance mechanisms still faces some problems. Firstly, there are technical issues, such as the lack of effective tools for analyzing public opinions. Some scholars have proposed using historical data from social networks to analyze and predict public opinion on specific decisions [27]. Secondly, there are social organization issues. While citizen participation in governance has to some extent alleviated the digital divide between the government and citizens, enhancing governance transparency, the extent and quality of citizen participation in data-driven smart cities are influenced by many factors, such as citizen data privacy issues, citizen digital literacy issues, as well as citizen awareness and motivation to participate in governance. The research on how citizens can improve their individual capabilities to enhance public participation is not yet well-established, and this is an area that can be explored in the future [28].

2) Digitization Transformation of Smart City Infrastructure

The goal of a smart city is to achieve intelligent and sustainable development in urban areas while improving the quality of life. A prerequisite for this goal is to use network infrastructure to enhance the efficiency of resource utilization [23]. Foreign countries have actively pursued digital transformation and infrastructure investments to cope with the rapid growth of populations and urbanization on a global scale. One of the methods to address this challenge is to integrate digital technology into the city’s infrastructure, including local government departments, information systems, educational institutions, libraries, transportation systems, hospitals, energy suppliers, water networks, waste management, and law enforcement departments, among others [29]. Additionally, countries like India have found that improving the quality of urban data infrastructure helps address the digital divide, enhance the capabilities of government agencies, and avoid further digital polarization [30].

With the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2019, the volume of data generated by clinical care and public health services has been continuously increasing, and the analysis of this data has become fundamental in combating the novel coronavirus. Countries like the UK have established relevant healthcare
infrastructure to transform diagnostic datasets into searchable, interoperable, and reusable datasets, which are then shared with relevant research institutions, while ensuring patient privacy and local management procedures [31]. During the same period, China also embraced digital technologies in entry management, such as health codes, smart gate magnets, and itinerary codes, simplifying entry processes and integrating digital measures with local governance to enhance governance efficiency [32]. Presently, there is a substantial global drive for the development of digital healthcare systems, with extensive plans for digitization transformation within the healthcare sector. These plans can facilitate urban progress through prudent fund allocation, the establishment of effective governance structures, and leveraging the credibility of participating healthcare institutions to coordinate a cohesive vision for transformation [20].

Although “artificial intelligence” is a key element in digital transformation, its potential role in community governance is little known both domestically and internationally. Therefore, in future research, in-depth exploration of the application of “artificial intelligence” in the public sector of smart cities, especially the progress of artificial intelligence in the provision of public services in local governance departments and the public value it creates, can be examined further [19].

3) Sustainable Development of Smart Cities

Sustainable development in smart cities encompasses three key aspects: environmental sustainability, economic sustainability, and social sustainability. Unlike traditional sustainable development, smart city sustainability relies on the application of intelligent technologies [11].

The first aspect concerns environmental sustainability. Waste management is a paramount task in urban management, particularly in the face of the increasing per capita waste generation. Some countries have introduced “Urban Waste Management Plans” that consider the interplay between waste and multiple domains such as tourism, energy, transportation, and more. Effective measures are taken across the stages of waste collection, transportation, disposal, recycling, and value addition to reduce both the quantity and the level of harm caused by waste [33]. Over the past few decades, the rise in the number of private vehicles and the inefficiency of public transportation systems have necessitated substantial investments by governments to address issues like traffic congestion and emissions. As a result, some countries have formulated intelligent transportation development strategies that leverage modern technology to enhance system quality and efficiency, thus reducing emissions and achieving environmental sustainability [34]. Additionally, energy transition presents a significant challenge in the realm of environmental sustainability. Italy has proposed an open innovation and sharing approach based on the social city network model to address challenges arising from low technology adoption rates [35]. Efforts in the direction of environmental sustainability abroad help smart cities reduce carbon emissions, enhance resource utilization efficiency, improve air and water quality,
thus promoting environmental sustainability. In the future, digital city planning and the application of digital technology will aid in addressing issues of land wastage and raise awareness among citizens about environmental concerns, encouraging sustainable lifestyles.

Secondly, economic sustainability and social sustainability are equally critical. In the digital era, digital resources inherently possess sustainability and have become fundamental technologies and platforms for maintaining social and economic sustainability. Smart cities also emphasize the development of digital industries using digital infrastructure, such as internet technology and Internet of Things (IoT) technology, particularly IoT [23]. This can maximize resource utilization efficiency and promote economic sustainability. Especially during the COVID-19 pandemic, digital transformation achieved significant progress in the public health service sector. It not only provided valuable data for government decision-makers but also enhanced citizen service experiences [36], improving resource utilization efficiency.

Furthermore, active citizen participation is crucial for creating livable smart cities and addressing urban sustainable development challenges. And in future cities, information issues will become even more important, and information and communication technologies will affect and affect all aspects of citizens’ daily lives [37]. Therefore, some countries are actively exploring the use of digital technology to enhance citizen engagement. Some experts have proposed a method of virtual interaction with city infrastructure, which triggers feedback on the urban environment from the community, thus analyzing citizen opinions and improving digital technology in urban community governance to enhance citizen participation and promote sustainable development in urban and social governance [27].

4. Discussion

Based on the relevant literature published in the Scopus database over the past 20 years, this article employs CiteSpace visualization analysis tools to explore the temporal distribution and key themes related to Digital Grassroots Governance in foreign contexts. Through in-depth research on the latest trends and key areas of Digital Grassroots Governance in foreign countries, this study fills the gap in Digital Grassroots Governance research and is committed to collaborating to address global digital challenges. The purpose of this study is to promote cooperation between domestic and foreign governments in governance innovation and experience exchange, in order to promote further development in the field of grassroots governance in the digital age. This study not only helps to gain a deeper understanding of the development of Digital Grassroots Governance abroad, but also provides valuable experience and inspiration for domestic Digital Grassroots Governance. The research findings indicate that foreign literature on Digital Grassroots Governance predominantly revolves around the development of “smart cities”. Additionally, the article summarizes three key focal
themes in the field of foreign digital grassroots governance: smart citizen participation, the digital transformation of smart city infrastructure, and the sustainable development of smart cities.

The focus of digital governance in foreign contexts typically centers on urban areas, with relatively less attention given to the digital transformation and governance of rural regions. Furthermore, there exist significant disparities in the level of digitalization in smart cities across different countries. In the future, the international community may consider conducting more in-depth research into the digital development pathways at the rural level, particularly in those countries where digital development lags behind, and actively draw insights from more advanced nations’ experiences.

Moreover, countries that are at the forefront of digitalization in smart cities can proactively explore new technologies, with the metaverse being a potential source of novel ideas for the long-term development of smart city systems. Faced with the convergence of new-generation technologies such as 5G, augmented reality, blockchain, and digital twins in the metaverse, the smart city systems of the future have the potential to transition from the era of flat internet connectivity to the three-dimensional metaverse era. Foreign nations can, based on the core principle of “People Oriented” philosophy, construct a diverse range of social content in the metaverse to provide users with immersive experiences and enhance user engagement.
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